THREAD FACTORIES IN SHANGHAI

CHEN AH FACTORY : S Chin Su Road, Old West Gate. Manager : Wong Ah-nan. Products : Cotton thread, lamp-wicks, thread, rope, etc.


WEI YIH WOOLEN THREAD FACTORY : Preliminary Office : 521 Shih Road, Canton Road, Shanghai. Organised : January, 1923. Capital : Tls. 100,000 in 5,000 shares of Tls. 20 each. Promoters : Chu Pao-san, Fong Chiao-pai, etc.

HSIN TAI COTTON THREAD FACTORY : 254 Shantung Road. Manager : Chu King-liang.


YAK TA THREAD FACTORY : Office and Factory : Rue Admiral Bayle, French Con. Manager : Ko Shao-yen. Products : Woollen and cotton threads. This factory moved from Kansu Road to the present location in 1922.

YU YUAN FACTORY : 270 Chaou King Li, Shanhaikwan Road, Shanghai. Manager : Ho Yu-yuan. Product : Woollen thread.